Let S be a Dedekind set of spots on a global field F with characteristic not two and o the ring of integers of F at S. Let V be a finite dimensional quadratic space over F with dimension at least 5 and associated bilinear form B and quadratic form q. The orthogonal group of V is 0{V) = {φeEndV\q(φ(x)) = q{x) for all xeV} .
Assume V supports a unimodular lattice M with orthogonal group O(M) = {φsO(V)\φ(M) = M).
At each spot peS we can localize and consider the orthogonal group O(M P ) of the isotropic unimodular lattice M p over the ring of integers o p in the local field F p . The subgroups of O(M P ) normalized by its commutator subgroup have been classified in [1, 2, 3] . We show here how this local structure can be injected into O(M) when S is an indefinite set of spots for V. A rich structure of normal subgroups of the spinorial kernel of O(M) is then provided by the local behaviour at the dyadic spots. Most of our terminology and notation is taken from O'Meara [4]. and hence α^ ecφ^Aί^,. Thus αyecφ"^, so that (XjXj e aMξ, m ^ j ^ n, and hence s = Σ?=i ^^ ^s ί n α^ ^ow let
If ψ is generated by the given isometries, so is φ (since ε -1 e cφ~k™). Since now φ(y,) = y 3 -for 1 ^ j ^ m, the proof is concluded by induction. Consequently, φ(tt ) = w mod α^"^^^ and ψ e 0{aM ξ f. We omit the computational details of the proof except to mention that representatives of the various cosets can be obtained from the isometry defined by 
